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Abstract

Bayesian inference of the most plausible parameter values during model calibration is influenced by the method used to combine

likelihood values from different observation data sets. In the traditional method of combining likelihood values (AND calibration

strategy), it is inherently assumed that the model is error-free, and that different data sets are similarly informative for the

inference problem. However, practically every model applied to real-world case studies suffers from model-structural errors.

Forcing an imperfect model to describe all data sets simultaneously inevitably leads to a compromised solution. As a result,

biased and overconfident predictions hinder responsible risk management and any other prediction-based decisions. To overcome

this problem, we propose an alternative OR calibration strategy which allows the model to fit distinct data sets, individually.

To demonstrate the effect of choosing between the traditional AND and the proposed OR strategy, we present a case study

of calibrating a plant phenology model to observations of the maize crop grown in southwestern Germany between 2010 and

2016. We demonstrate that the OR strategy results in conservative but more reliable predictions than the AND strategy when

the behaviour of the target prediction does not represent an average of all data sets. Further, an expert knowledge-based

combination of AND-OR could be useful; however, selection of representative calibration data sets is not trivial. We expect our

proposed strategy to improve the predictive reliability of imperfect, dynamic models in general, by a more realistic formulation

of the likelihood function in the “perfect model setting” of Bayesian updating.
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Abstract16

Bayesian inference of the most plausible parameter values during model calibration is17

influenced by the method used to combine likelihood values from different observation18

data sets. In the traditional method of combining likelihood values (AND calibration strat-19

egy), it is inherently assumed that the model is error-free, and that different data sets20

are similarly informative for the inference problem. However, practically every model ap-21

plied to real-world case studies suffers from model-structural errors. Forcing an imper-22

fect model to describe all data sets simultaneously inevitably leads to a compromised23

solution. As a result, biased and overconfident predictions hinder responsible risk man-24

agement and any other prediction-based decisions. To overcome this problem, we pro-25

pose an alternative OR calibration strategy which allows the model to fit distinct data26

sets, individually. To demonstrate the effect of choosing between the traditional AND27

and the proposed OR strategy, we present a case study of calibrating a plant phenology28

model to observations of the maize crop grown in southwestern Germany between 201029

and 2016. We demonstrate that the OR strategy results in conservative but more reli-30

able predictions than the AND strategy when the behaviour of the target prediction does31

not represent an average of all data sets. Further, an expert knowledge-based combina-32

tion of AND-OR could be useful; however, selection of representative calibration data33

sets is not trivial. We expect our proposed strategy to improve the predictive reliabil-34

ity of imperfect, dynamic models in general, by a more realistic formulation of the like-35

lihood function in the “perfect model setting” of Bayesian updating.36

Plain Language Summary37

Model parameters can be estimated though a process of calibration to observed data.38

Bayesian inference is commonly used for parameter estimation since it accounts for prior39

information and is able to account for different sources of uncertainty. Resultant param-40

eter estimates and subsequent model predictions are expressed as probability distribu-41

tions which are important while using these models for decision-making. However, the42

assumption in Bayesian inference, that the model is without errors, is usually not ful-43

filled, leading to an underestimation of uncertainty and wrong predictions. Part of the44

problem can be solved when formulating the so-called likelihood function in a different45

way: we propose an alternative strategy of combining the information in several data sets46

(e.g., different data types, different time periods with varying system conditions, etc.)47
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that relaxes this fundamental assumption. We compare the traditional and the alterna-48

tive strategy in a case study where we calibrate a plant phenology model to observations49

from maize grown in southwestern Germany. The proposed alternative resulted in more50

reliable predictions than the traditional strategy when the data-to-be-predicted did not51

represent the average behaviour of all data sets used for calibration, and when the cal-52

ibration data and conditions were representative of those in prediction.53

Keywords: Bayesian calibration, maize phenology, model errors, model valida-54

tion, prediction uncertainty, Bayesian modelling55

1 Introduction56

Hydrological models for water resources research suffer from diverse sources of un-57

certainty, such as sparse and noisy observations of input and output data, limited knowl-58

edge of heterogeneously distributed parameter values, and competing hypotheses about59

relevant processes at different spatial and temporal scales (Renard et al., 2010; McMil-60

lan et al., 2018). These uncertainties also exist in distributed plant and crop models, which61

may be coupled to hydrological models to account for vegetation-water interactions (Siad62

et al., 2019). The Bayesian framework allows to quantitatively consider these different63

sources of uncertainty during calibration (Bayesian updating), which makes it a popu-64

lar approach for training simulation models under uncertainty, e.g. in the fields of rainfall-65

runoff (Kavetski et al., 2006; Ajami et al., 2007), net ecosystem exchange (Weber et al.,66

2018), and crop modelling (e.g., Dumont et al., 2014; Wöhling et al., 2015; Gao et al.,67

2021; Viswanathan et al., 2022).68

However, the fundamental assumption of Bayes theorem is that the underlying model69

structure is true, or when considering several models, that the true model is in this set.70

This means that with regard to the example of parameter inference, if the analyzed model71

is true, Bayesian updating will identify the true system’s parameter values in the limit72

of infinite calibration data. In real-world applications, the assumption of a true model73

is always violated, because the chosen model will be a coarse abstraction of the natu-74

ral system. In other words, model deficits exist that are expressed as errors in predic-75

tion (e.g., Wöhling et al., 2013; Viswanathan et al., 2022). Several model deficits with76

respect to different processes might interact and produce complicated patterns of model77
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error that depend on simulation period-specific boundary conditions, acting processes,78

amongst others (Hsueh et al., 2022).79

Since there is no other theoretically satisfying and pragmatic alternative to the Bayesian80

approach, it is used despite the fact that the assumption of a true model is not fulfilled.81

The result is overconfident and biased parameter estimates and prediction intervals (Brynjarsdóttir82

& O’Hagan, 2014; Xu & Valocchi, 2015). One possible strategy to address this problem83

is to try and account for model error in the Bayesian analysis either within the model84

structure or by an end-of-pipe statistical model error description (Kuczera et al., 2006;85

Del Giudice et al., 2013; Xu & Valocchi, 2015; Makowski, 2017; Reichert et al., 2021).86

However, these approaches may incur high computational costs and are prone to param-87

eter identifiability problems. As a somewhat ad-hoc alternative, it has been proposed88

to rather use shorter data sets for Bayesian calibration, in order to avoid the extreme89

narrowing of the posterior distribution (e.g., Motavita et al., 2019). By using less data,90

the assumption of the model being quasi-true is more likely to be met (Hsueh et al., 2022).91

Although this is a valid recommendation, it is scientifically unsatisfying to discard in-92

formation just because the updating procedure is not adequately tailored to the prob-93

lem.94

To overcome this situation, we propose to divide the available data into subsets based95

on expert knowledge, and then to perform Bayesian calibration individually on each sub-96

set. By doing so, we reduce the degree of violation of the fundamental Bayesian assump-97

tion. Finally, the obtained posterior distributions from all subsets are averaged, i.e., com-98

bined via a logical “OR”, not a logical “AND” as traditionally done for the full data set.99

The interpretation of the proposed routine is that the model is required to fit certain seg-100

ments of a data set (e.g., a time series period that represents a certain hydrological con-101

dition, or one growing season of a specific crop, etc.), but not several segments of dif-102

ferent conditions simultaneously, i.e., with the same parameter set.103

We do not believe that a model is generally able to simultaneously fit various con-104

ditions of the natural system without changing model parameters because of the struc-105

tural deficits mentioned above. Instead, model parameters are forced to compensate for106

model errors during calibration, leading to biased parameter distributions with misquan-107

tified uncertainties. In the traditional case, parameter sets are estimated that fit well in108

a compromise sense to the full data set. This is nearly impossible (and often physically109
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implausible), and explains the typical collapse of the posterior predictive distribution to110

very narrow intervals. In the proposed OR case, each sub-period for calibration might111

favour its own parameter sets, and these are combined to reflect the model’s struggle with112

the varying boundary conditions and observed data more realistically.113

Hence, our approach can be understood as an attempt to make Bayesian updat-114

ing aware of model errors. It mitigates known problems of overconfident and biased pos-115

terior distributions, which often spoil probabilistic model predictions for practical pur-116

poses such as resources management, risk assessment, or climate change impact assess-117

ment. The goal of this study is to contextualize the existing calibration technique math-118

ematically, to compare the mathematical formulation of our proposed approach with the119

traditional approach, and make modelers aware of how their calibration decisions affect120

the model performance.121

An evaluation of the impact of different likelihood combinations and functions on122

the result of crop model parameter estimation has been provided by He et al. (2010). Since123

they performed synthetic experiments without introducing model errors, the true model124

was in the set of possible model outcomes. This is exactly why they found that the AND125

strategy performs well in reducing posterior uncertainty the most. The problem emerges126

when we consider real-world modelling case studies with imperfect models, and this is127

the challenge we tackle here.128

Instead of the approach taken by Hsueh et al. (2022), who propose a moving time-129

window concept for model error diagnosis in a Bayesian framework, we consider expert-130

elicited sub-data sets (not necessarily consecutive in time, could also be data sets from131

different spatial regions, or different data types, etc.), and contrast the effects of the AND132

vs. OR calibration strategy in their respective predictive performances. We note that133

this type of sub-setting and differential treatment of data groups is archetypal for crop134

model calibration strategies (Wöhling et al., 2013) and in distributed hydrological mod-135

els (Immerzeel & Droogers, 2008).136

We illustrate the performance of both the traditional AND and the new proposed137

OR calibration approach on the example of crop phenology modelling. Crop models at138

regional scales can be used for climate impact assessment, future crop production and139

food security evaluation as well as for investigating the fate of agrochemicals in the en-140

vironment (Chenu et al., 2017). An important state variable in these crop models is phe-141
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nological development which influences other state variables such as plant biomass, leaf142

area index (LAI), and yield. Phenological development depends on environmental drivers143

and does not only differ between crop species (such as maize vs. wheat) but also between144

cultivars of the same species and the ripening groups to which these cultivars belong.145

In regional simulations, where we would like to draw inferences for the crop species as146

a whole, it is important to account for uncertainty about the predicted ripening groups.147

So a modeler might decide to gather all the information they have in the form of observed148

data from different ripening groups, combine them into one big data set, and perform149

Bayesian calibration on it - with the goal of preparing the model for “anything that could150

happen”. Unfortunately, this decision is tragically wrong, because the outcome is an ex-151

tremely narrow posterior predictive distribution that is likely to not have any (substan-152

tial) overlap with what is happening in the real system.153

So what has gone wrong? By trying to fit all different data sets that reflect diverse154

system conditions (ripening groups and also soil conditions, weather inputs, etc.), the155

model struggles to the extent that numerical sampling might simply fail to find a sin-156

gle parameter set that can predict the full data set with acceptable accuracy. The tra-157

ditional AND likelihood-based Bayesian updating routine will then yield a collapse of158

the posterior ensemble. So instead of adequately representing the uncertainty about the159

ripening group to be predicted, the modeler has posed an impossible task. The model160

will become unusable because its predictions have collapsed to a best-compromise so-161

lution with possibly no physical interpretation at all and practically no uncertainty left162

in the model parameters, which in reality are still quite uncertain.163

We will first theoretically demonstrate that, in the typical likelihood formulation,164

the logical AND is the source of this problem and show how such a multi-data set cal-165

ibration task may be framed mathematically with a more adequate OR calibration scheme.166

Secondly, we demonstrate the differences between both approaches in a real-world case167

study. We calibrate a plant phenology model using the traditional AND and the pro-168

posed OR approaches. We use phenology observations of silage maize which was grown169

in two regions in southwestern Germany between 2009 and 2016. Different cultivars of170

silage maize belonging to different ripening groups were grown in different environmen-171

tal conditions. Furthermore, as in the case of most environmental models, the phenol-172

ogy model is known to contain model deficits. By investigating different combinations173

of calibration data sets and prediction targets in a real case study with known model deficits,174
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we will derive recommendations on when the traditional AND strategy should be applied,175

when the proposed OR strategy is more appropriate for more reliable predictions, and176

when an in-between AND-OR strategy might be useful.177

This article is structured as follows: We start by recalling Bayesian updating in Sec-178

tion 2.1 and the reasoning behind the traditional AND Bayesian likelihood formulation179

in Section 2.2. Then, we present the alternative OR strategy based on predefined sub-180

sets of a calibration data set in Section 2.3, and the mixed specification of AND-OR in181

Section 2.4. We explain the skill score used to compare both approaches in Section 2.5.182

Section 3 features the phenology modelling case study. Results of the different calibra-183

tion strategies are discussed in Section 4. General conclusions and an outlook towards184

further potential adaptations of our proposed approach are given in Section 5.185

2 Bayesian Model Calibration186

2.1 Bayesian Updating187

Model calibration via Bayesian updating defines the posterior probability p (θ|M,yo)188

of a parameter set θ given a specific model structure M as the product of its prior p (θ|M)189

and the likelihood p (yo|M,θ) to have produced the observed data yo:190

p (θ|M,yo) =
p (yo|M,θ) p (θ|M)

p (yo|M)
. (1)

For the sake of brevity, we omit the notation (·|M) (conditional on model M) in191

the following, since we are not concerned with comparing the calibration of competing192

models, but with comparing alternative calibration strategies to condition one individ-193

ual model.194

The data used for Bayesian updating, yo, typically comprises either all available195

data, or the fraction of it devoted to calibration when the remaining fraction is withheld196

for validation and/or testing. We will denote the calibration data set length with No.197

Through the likelihood function, the goodness-of-fit between model predictions as a func-198

tion of model parameters, y = f(θ), and observed data yo is assessed and used to iden-199

tify the most-likely regions of the parameter space. The strength of the calibration ef-200

fect depends on the exact formulation of the likelihood function. We note that the in-201

formativeness of the prior may also play an important role, but is not investigated here.202
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We focus on the specific question of how data sets of different types (be it different sea-203

sons, different hydrological conditions, different observed state variables, etc.) can be com-204

bined into a formal likelihood function.205

2.2 Likelihood Formulation in the Traditional AND Calibration Scheme206

Traditionally, a joint likelihood for all data points is formulated. If we assume mea-207

surement errors to be independent, the likelihood simplifies to the product of univari-208

ate likelihood functions - an assumption frequently made in environmental modelling:209

p (yo|θ)AND = p
(
yo,1 ∩ yo,2 ∩ . . . ∩ yo,No |θ

)
=

No∏
j=1

p
(
yo,j |θ

)
(2)

The notation of Eq. 2 explicitly shows that the calibration requires each individ-210

ual parameter set to fit data yo,1 and data yo,2 and data yo,3, and so on. If even one of211

the data points has a very low likelihood, the overall product of likelihoods will be very212

low, and in the extreme case will be zero. This also becomes obvious from the equiva-213

lence of the product of likelihoods with the sum of the log-likelihoods. The logarithm214

places a large importance on small values, so the overall likelihood will be dominated by215

badly predicted individual data points. This reveals the difficulty of achieving high (not216

close-to-zero) likelihoods for large data sets that cover different conditions/states of a217

natural system with an imperfect model.218

In the context of numerical evaluation, this means that we seek individual param-219

eter sets that fit all data points sufficiently well - a very small number of random sam-220

ples will prove to be “good enough” in the usually quite vast parameter space of the model.221

More precisely, the overlap of the extremely sharp posterior with the typically rather wide222

prior is so small, that numerical sampling schemes are pushed to their limits. This dif-223

ficulty exists no matter which numerical method is used, but of course the methods dif-224

fer in accuracy and efficiency. Popular approaches are Monte Carlo simulations with dif-225

ferent types of sampling schemes, such as posterior sampling (Markov chain Monte Carlo,226

see e.g. Hastings (1970)), or prior sampling (brute-force Monte Carlo, see e.g. Schöniger227

et al. (2014)). It is important to point out that the problem of inefficient search for the228

high-likelihood region of the model increases with larger model errors. In other words,229

the inability of the model to fit all data types simultaneously and/or larger data sets in-230
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creases concomitantly, simply because the chance to achieve a high likelihood at each231

data point decreases.232

2.3 Likelihood Formulation in the Proposed OR Calibration Scheme233

Instead of the traditional AND calibration scheme that rests on a joint likelihood234

formulation for all data points, we propose to subdivide the calibration data set into mean-235

ingful subsets and combine their likelihoods with an OR-condition. Mathematically this236

is achieved by replacing the product with a sum in the equation. Here, we show the ex-237

treme case of subdividing into individual data points for the ease of notation:238

p (yo|θ)OR = p
(
yo,1 ∪ yo,2 ∪ . . . ∪ yo,No |θ

)
=

No∑
j=1

p
(
yo,j |θ

)
. (3)

This can be interpreted as requiring the model to fit either data yo,1 or data yo,2239

or data yo,3, and so on. Through the sum over all data values, a parameter sample will240

score a high likelihood if it fits one data value extremely well, or many data values suf-241

ficiently well. Badly predicted values will reduce the score, but not to the extreme ex-242

tent as in the traditional AND scheme. Additionally, if any likelihood p
(
yo,j |θ

)
= 0,243

the combined likelihood p (yo|θ)OR does not necessarily equal zero, as it would in case244

of p (yo|θ)AND.245

In actual applications, one would select data subsets that contain several values,246

since the calibration effect of a single data point is very weak. Selecting an ideal length247

of the subsets can be a challenge - the periods should be long enough to achieve a “healthy”248

calibration effect on that data, but short enough (time-wise) or specific enough (data type-249

wise) to assume constant system conditions for the model to mimic (see the related dis-250

cussion of Hsueh et al. (2022) on the choice of an optimal window length for time-windowed251

Bayesian model error analysis). When using data subsets (instead of individual data points)252

for the OR calibration scheme, this could be named an AND-OR strategy in a strict sense253

(see Section 2.4).254

2.4 Likelihood Formulation in an AND-OR Calibration Scheme255

We now turn to a mixture between the two previously described schemes which may

be motivated by expert knowledge, for example. It may be possible to define subsets of
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the available calibration data based on very similar system conditions. These subsets could

be used to group calibration data such that the model should be able to fit all groups

equally well with the same parameter sets. Other groupings may reflect different sys-

tem states. Acknowledging that parameters tend to compensate for model errors, we should

aim to identify parameter sets that fit at least either one of the different data groups.

In such a scenario that is typical of real-world conditions, we propose to use an AND-

OR calibration strategy:

p (yo|θ)AND−OR = p
(
yo
1 ∪ y

o
2 . . . ∪ y

o
Ns
|θ
)

=

Ns∑
s=1

p
(
yo
s |θ
)
, (4)

with Ns subsets of data. Within each subset s, the traditional AND scheme is used256

to determine the joint likelihood of the Nd data values:257

p
(
yo
s |θ
)

= p
(
yo,1s ∩ yo,2s ∩ . . . ∩ yo,Nd

s |θ
)

=

Nd∏
j=1

p
(
yo,js |θ

)
(5)

2.5 Skill Score Used to Evaluate Predictive Performance258

Our goal is to achieve a more realistic estimate of uncertainty in predictions that259

are informed by a combination of various data sets. Hence, we are interested in how well260

future data points are covered by the posterior predictive distribution. This information261

is quantified by the predictive density of the data. We use the predictive log-score (PLS)262

(Good, 1952) to multiply the densities of all Nt target data points, or equivalently, sum263

over their log-densities:264

PLS =

Nt∑
j=1

log p(yt,j |θ,yo) (6)

Note, that we do not specify how the calibration on yo was performed (AND vs.265

OR vs. AND-OR), because this skill score evaluates the performance on the validation266

(target) data set independent from the chosen method for calibration.267

While using this skill score seems similar to using an AND scheme for performance268

evaluation, there is a fundamental difference: at each data point, the full predictive dis-269

tribution is taken into account, which means that different parameter sets can be the best270

ones for different data points. In contrast, in the AND calibration case, individual pa-271

rameter sets are required to fit all data points simultaneously.272
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We choose the PLS because it is an adequate measure to rank the quality of the273

predictive distributions in our application (see Section 3); however, our proposed cali-274

bration scheme is independent of the chosen metric such that modelers could decide to275

use other skill scores to reflect their individual modelling goals.276

3 Demonstration in a Crop Phenology modelling Case Study277

3.1 Motivation and Goals278

We apply and compare the traditional AND calibration strategy with our proposed279

OR and AND-OR strategies on a case study of crop phenology modelling. Phenology280

defines the timing of plant developmental stages like emergence, stem elongation, flow-281

ering, development of fruit, and senescence. It is an important state variable in crop mod-282

els as it influences the appearance of different plant organs and partitioning of assim-283

ilates. It is controlled by environmental factors such as temperature, photoperiod, wa-284

ter availability, and also depends on intrinsic plant characteristics (Zhao et al., 2013).285

As mentioned earlier, the influence of these environmental factors on phenological286

development is not only species-specific (for example, difference between the species of287

maize and wheat), but also differs between ripening groups and cultivars of the same species.288

This can be modelled using equations with ripening group- or cultivar-specific param-289

eters. However, for regional-scale modelling studies, where cultivars belonging to differ-290

ent ripening groups of a crop species are grown, it may be necessary to determine a com-291

mon parameter estimate for the species, in order to predict future production.292

Since these models are usually not error-free, because not all environmental inter-293

actions are adequately taken into account in the model equations, estimating common294

parameter sets for different ripening groups grown in different environments with the tra-295

ditional AND calibration strategy results in a compromised solution that may not al-296

ways lead to reliable predictions (Viswanathan et al., 2022).297

The proposed OR calibration strategy has the potential to improve predictions by298

relaxing the model’s prediction intervals and allowing the model to fit each data set in-299

dividually. To assess the prediction performance with the OR calibration strategy, we300

used both strategies to calibrate a silage maize phenology model, to phenology obser-301

vations made in southwestern Germany between 2010 and 2016. We compare the cal-302
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ibrated model’s prediction performance from the two strategies using the predictive log-303

score (PLS) (Section 2.5).304

3.2 Data305

The data used for the study consist of phenology observations and temperature mea-306

surements from three field sites (site 1, site 2, site 3) in Kraichgau and two field sites (site307

5 and site 6) on the Swabian Alb, taken between 2010 and 2016 (Weber et al., 2022). At308

each study site and year combination (called “site-year” in the following sections), phe-309

nological development stages were observed in five subplots where ten maize plants in310

each sub-plot were monitored. The BBCH growth stage code (Meier, 2018) was used to311

define the development stages.312

We calculated arithmetic means of the ten replicates in the five subplots (5 × 10)313

for every day of observation. These mean observations were used in model calibration314

yo
s = {yo,1s , yo,2s ...yo,Nd

s }. The total observation uncertainty δds was calculated as detailed315

in Viswanathan et al. (2022) for a site-year s on a given day of observation d. It was as-316

sumed to represent both the uncertainty in identification of the correct phenological de-317

velopment stages and the spatial variability within the field.318

The cultivars grown at the study sites belong to early (E), mid-early (ME), and319

late (L) ripening groups. Ripening groups indicate differences in the timing required by320

the the maize cultivars in reaching maturity, for example: the early ripening cultivars321

mature the earliest, followed by the mid-early and then the late ones. Data from 11 site-322

years were used for the study (Table 1). Based on the average of daily temperatures be-323

tween 40 and 100 days after sowing, which is the approximate time during which veg-324

etative development (phenological development between emergence and flowering) oc-325

curs, the site-years were classified into three groups: (1) low (≤15.4◦C), (2) mid (>15.4◦C326

and ≥16.6◦C), and (3) high (>16.6◦C). For example, site-years 3-2011 and 6-2010 are327

in the mid temperature class and thus maize crops grown there experienced similar av-328

erage temperatures (15.4-16.6 ◦C) between 40-100 days after sowing.329
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Table 1. Site-years used in the case study with ripening groups of silage maize and tempera-

ture class.

Region site-year site year ripening group temperature class

Kraichgau 3-2011 3 2011 late (2) mid

Kraichgau 2-2012 2 2012 late (3) high

Kraichgau 1-2014 1 2014 mid-early (3) high

Kraichgau 2-2014 2 2014 mid-early (3) high

Swabian Alb 6-2010 6 2010 mid-early (2) mid

Swabian Alb 5-2011 5 2011 mid-early (1) low

Swabian Alb 5-2012 5 2012 early (2) mid

Swabian Alb 6-2013 6 2013 mid-early (3) high

Swabian Alb 5-2015 5 2015 early (3) high

Swabian Alb 5-2016 5 2016 early (2) mid

Swabian Alb 6-2016 6 2016 mid-early (2) mid

3.3 Model330

The SPASS crop growth model (Wang, 1997) has been part of the Agricultural Model331

Intercomparison and Improvement Project (AgMIP) (Bassu et al., 2014; Durand et al.,332

2018; Falconnier et al., 2020; Kimball et al., 2019; Wallach, Palosuo, Thorburn, Gour-333

dain, et al., 2021; Wallach, Palosuo, Thorburn, Hochman, et al., 2021) and has been among334

the well-performing models. It is implemented in the Expert-N 5.0 (XN5) software pack-335

age (Heinlein et al., 2017; Klein et al., 2017; Priesack, 2006). In this study, we implemented336

the SPASS phenology sub-model in the R programming language (R Core Team, 2022)337

and used it to simulate phenological development of silage maize grown at the 11 site-338

years.339

The SPASS phenology model contains 12 parameters, of which 6 were estimated340

while the remaining were fixed at their default values (Table 2). We modelled three main341

development phases, emergence (up to BBCH 10), vegetative (between BBCH 10 and342
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61) and reproductive (BBCH 61 onwards). Emergence is a function of the sowing depth343

(sowdepth) and a certain minimum or base temperature requirement (emt). The devel-344

opment rate during the vegetative and reproductive phases are dependent on the num-345

ber of physiological development days at optimum temperature (pddv and pddr, respec-346

tively) and on the Temperature Response Function (TRF). The TRF is defined by phase-347

specific minimum (tminv, tminr), optimum (toptv, toptr), and maximum (tmaxv, tmaxr)348

cardinal temperatures for the vegetative and reproductive phases, respectively. The val-349

ues of the TRF lie between 0 and 1, with the highest development rate occurring at op-350

timum temperature. The internal development stages are a cumulative sum of develop-351

ment rates during the three main phases. Finally, the internal development stages in SPASS352

are converted to BBCH stages based on conversion relationships (for details please see353

Appendix A).354

The six model parameters estimated during calibration were: effective sowing depth355

(sowdepth), physiological development days at optimum temperature (pddv, pddr), the356

optimum temperatures (toptv = tmaxv − dtoptv, toptr = tmaxr − dtoptr) for respective357

vegetative and reproductive phases, and the BBCH stage corresponding to the internal358

development stage of 0.4 (convert). The remaining parameters were fixed at their de-359

fault values: tminv = 6◦C, tmaxv = 44◦C, tminr = 8◦C, tmaxr = 44◦C, pdl = 0360

(photoperiod sensitivity).361
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Table 2. Ranges for the estimated SPASS model parameters used to define weakly informative

prior distributions.

Parameter Description Mean SD Min Max

pdd1 physiological development

days - vegetative phase (day) 45 7 15 70

pdd2 physiological development

days - reproductive phase (day) 36 8.75 5 70

dtoptv Difference between

maximum and optimum

temperature - vegetative phase (◦C) 10 1.5 5 20

dtoptr Difference between

maximum and optimum

temperature - reproductive phase (◦C) 10 1.5 5 20

convert equivalent bbch stage

for 0.4 internal phenology stage (bbch) 30 7.5 11 59

sowdepth effective

sowing depth (cm) 8 2.5 1 20

3.4 Calibration Schemes in the Context of Site-Years362

Let θ represent the vector of uncertain model parameters and yo
s represent the vec-

tor of observations yo,1s , yo,2s , . . . , yo,Nd
s at Nd days for the sth site-year. The probability

of θ given the observations yo
s as per Bayes theorem is

p(θ|yo
s )AND =

p(θ) ·
∏Nd

d=1 p(y
o,d
s |θ)∫

p(θ) ·
∏Nd

d=1 p(y
o,d
s |θ)dθ

(7)

where p(θ) is the prior probability of the parameter vector and p(yo,ds |θ) represents the363

likelihood of observing one data point yo,ds , given the parameter set θ. By multiplying364

the individual likelihoods,
∏Nd

d=1 p(y
o,d
s |θ), we assume that the observations are indepen-365

dent from each other (no correlation in measurement errors over time), and we require366

the model and its parameter vector to fit the whole time-series simultaneously (tradi-367
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tional AND strategy). This seems justifiable for observations made within a site-year since368

a single cultivar is grown within a field site in a given year. Therefore, the parameters369

of the model, which are based on plant characteristics, are not expected to vary within370

a single growing season.371

Since data from Ns site-years are available (No = Ns×Nd), we wish to calibrate372

our model on this collection of data sets, by following the general modeler intuition of373

“using all information we have”. For testing and evaluation purposes, we keep one site-374

year for validation and exclude it from the calibration data. To avoid artefacts in our375

conclusions stemming from distinct site-year characteristics, we systematically investi-376

gate predictive skill for all Ns site-years when calibrating on the data from the remain-377

ing Ns − 1 site-years (leave-one-site-year-out cross-validation).378

The maize crop exhibits differences in phenological development between different379

ripening groups (Oluwaranti et al., 2015) as well as between cultivars (Gao et al., 2020)380

within these ripening groups. Furthermore, these cultivars also exhibit differences in de-381

velopment as a function of the environment (Lamsal et al., 2018). Ideally, models are382

expected to capture these environmental dependencies so as to make them transferable383

to new environments. However, cultivar-specific parameters are often found to vary with384

environmental conditions (Ceglar et al., 2011), indicating possible model structural lim-385

itations in capturing these environmental interactions. When a common parameter set386

is estimated for such a model by using all the site-years for calibration, irrespective of387

ripening group, cultivar or environmental conditions during growth, the resultant param-388

eter set is a compromised solution. This corresponds to the traditional AND strategy.389

With the case study-specific notation introduced here, the posterior probability of

the parameters in the AND case is given by

p(θ|yo
1:Ns−1)AND =

p(θ) ·
∏Ns−1

s=1

∏Nd

d=1 p(y
o,d
s |θ)∫

p(θ) ·
∏Ns−1

s=1

∏Nd

d=1 p(y
o,d
s |θ)dθ

. (8)

The alternative OR strategy, which allows the model to fit data sets from each in-390

dividual site-year, would account for the differences between data sets arising from dis-391

tinct ripening groups, cultivars, and environmental conditions. In this sense, it would392

make use of all information in the observations. The differences between the site-years393

are translated into wider posterior parameter distributions. As the posterior parameter394
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distributions then better reflect the variable characteristics of the calibration site-years,395

it increases the probability of reliably predicting a new target site-year.396

In this OR case, the posterior probability of the parameters is given by397

p(θ|yo
1:Ns−1)OR =

p(θ) ·
∑Ns−1

s=1

∏Nd

d=1 p(y
o,d
s |θ)∫

p(θ) ·
∑Ns−1

s=1

∏Nd

d=1 p(y
o,d
s |θ)dθ

. (9)

Note the subtle difference between Eqs. 8 and 9: in Eq. 8 a double product is used,398

while Eq. 9 combines the data within one site-year using a product as per the traditional399

joint likelihood formulation, but the likelihoods of multiple site-years are summed up (OR).400

Strictly speaking, this is already an instance of the AND-OR strategy (Section 2.4). How-401

ever, in the context of this case study, we distinguish between AND and OR with respect402

to how data from different site-years are treated. In principle, the AND combination within403

a single site-year across different development phases (emergence, vegetative and repro-404

ductive) could be questioned and changed into OR or AND-OR as well. This would re-405

quire a detailed insight into model structural errors as a function of plant growth which406

is beyond the scope of this study.407

The posterior predictive distribution, that is, the probability of observing yo
Ns

given

the observations from the Ns − 1 site-years is expressed as

p(yo
Ns
|yo

1:Ns−1) =

∫
p(yo

Ns
|θ) · p(θ|yo

1:Ns−1)dθ, (10)

with the posterior parameter distributions p(θ|yo
1:Ns−1) obtained from either the408

AND (Eq. 8) or the OR case (Eq. 9).409

3.5 Test Case Scenarios410

We compare the AND and OR calibration strategies using the predictive log-score411

(PLS) in predicting phenology at all 11 site-years (Table 1). For each prediction target412

site-year, the SPASS phenology model was calibrated to the 10 remaining site-years (leave-413

one-site-year-out). We also test the AND-OR scenario, using a selected subset of site-414

years for calibration in which we combine likelihoods from site-years within the same group415

using AND and across groups using OR. The test case scenarios are summarized in Fig.416

1.417
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In the AND scenario, likelihood values from the calibration site-years are combined418

using Eq. 8 while in the OR scenario they are combined using Eq. 9. For the AND-OR419

scenario, we subdivide the data based on knowledge about the model’s performance. A420

previous study (Viswanathan et al., 2022) showed that the SPASS phenology model was421

able to predict better when the prediction site-years had the same average temperature422

during vegetative development as the calibration site-year. Therefore, in the AND-OR423

scenario, only site-years which were from the same vegetative temperature class (Table424

1) as the prediction target site-year were used for calibration. Knowledge about the crop-425

ping system was then used to define the likelihood combination strategy. Cultivars from426

the same ripening group are expected to exhibit similarities in phenological development.427

Therefore, likelihoods from the same ripening group were combined using AND (Eq. 8)428

and across ripening groups were combined using OR (Eq. 9). For example, in the AND-429

OR prediction of site-year 6-2013, only site-years in the same temperature class 3 (high430

average temperature during vegetative development) as the target, namely 5-2015, 1-2014,431

2-2014, and 2-2012 were used for calibration. Likelihoods from site-years 1-2014 and 2-432

2014 in the mid-early ripening group were combined using AND. This was then combined433

using OR with the likelihood from 2-2012 in the late ripening group and the likelihood434

from 5-2015 in the early ripening group. Note, that there is no test case for predicting435

5-2011 in the AND-OR scenario as there were no other site-years from the same tem-436

perature class.437
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Figure 1. AND, OR, and AND-OR test case scenarios. For each case represented by a verti-

cal column, the prediction target site-year is marked in red while the site-years used for calibra-

tion are marked in blue. For the AND-OR cases, site-years not used for calibration are in grey,

while those site-years that were used for calibration are labeled with their respective ripening

group and temperature class (1 = low, 2 = mid, 3 = high). All likelihoods from site-years with

the same label belonged to the same ripening group and were combined using AND strategy.

Likelihoods across ripening groups were combined using OR strategy.

3.6 Graphical Illustration of AND vs. OR vs. AND-OR Strategy438

We illustrate the concept behind the AND and OR scenarios with a Venn diagram439

(Fig. 2) in the context of the maize phenology model. Note that the site-years discussed440

in Fig. 2 are only for illustration. The squares represent the parameter space formed by441

uniformly distributed priors of two parameters that are plotted on the horizontal and442

vertical margins. The three circles X, Y and Z represent the posterior parameter space443

if the model were calibrated individually to three data sets corresponding to the maize444

cultivar A grown in site-year 1-2004, 2-2004 and cultivar B grown in site-year 4-2008,445

respectively. In this theoretical example, the degree of overlap between the circles is rep-446

resentative of the similarity between the data sets. Thus, the information in site-years447

1-2004 and 2-2004 is assumed more alike than it is similar to 4-2008. The red-shaded area448

represents the resultant posterior probability densities arising from calibration if the in-449

dividual likelihoods for these site-years were combined as per the traditional AND (Fig.450

2a), AND-OR (Fig. 2b), and OR (Fig. 2c) scenarios. The AND and OR scenarios rep-451

resent two extremes on this spectrum. In the AND scenario (Fig. 2a), the three site-years452

are assumed to provide similar information. Therefore, the likelihoods are combined as453

p(X,Y, Z|θ) = p(X|θ)∩ p(Y |θ)∩ p(Z|θ), where p(X,Y, Z|θ) represents the proba-454

bility of the data X, Y, and Z corresponding to the three site-years, given the param-455
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eter vector θ. Since the site-year data sets are not very similar and lead to a limited over-456

lap in acceptable parameter sets, we observe a collapse of the posterior parameter dis-457

tribution represented by the red-shaded area.458

On the other hand, all three site-years are considered to be distinct in the OR sce-459

nario (Fig. 2c), and to provide complementary information for parameter estimation. Here460

the likelihoods are combined as p(X|θ)∪p(Y |θ)∪p(Z|θ). The resultant posterior pa-461

rameter distribution encompasses the total area occupied by the three individual circles.462

If, however, knowledge of the cropping system tells us that the cultivar A in year463

2004 at sites 1 and 2 would have similar phenological development, then we can choose464

to combine their likelihoods using the AND strategy while the data from cultivar B is465

combined to them using the OR strategy as (p(X|θ)∩p(Y |θ))∪p(Z|θ). This special466

case is referred to as the AND-OR scenario (Fig. 2 2b) which can be interpreted as an467

intermediate solution between the two extremes.468

Figure 2. Venn diagram to illustrate the (a) AND calibration strategy, the (b) OR strategy,

and an example of the (c) AND-OR strategy. The squares represent the uniform prior parameter

space formed by two parameters. The three circles represent the posterior parameter space when

the model is calibrated individually to data X and Y from cultivar A in site-year 1-2004 and 2-

2004, respectively, and data Z from cultivar B in 4-2008. The shades of red indicate the resultant

posterior parameter density when using the AND, OR, and AND-OR strategies to combine the

likelihood values from the three site-years.

3.7 Numerical Implementation469

Since different versions of likelihood formulation are straightforward to implement470

in brute-force Monte Carlo sampling, we chose this numerical approach to obtain pos-471
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terior parameter distributions. Alternatively, we could have used, e.g., an MCMC method,472

but would have had to rerun the MCMC for each prediction scenario, since the objec-473

tive function changes with the considered calibration data sets. This would have caused474

a tremendous computational effort. For Monte Carlo sampling, in contrast, the effort475

was in creating the prior ensemble once, while likelihoods for different test case scenar-476

ios were obtained in the form of less-expensive post-processing.477

The Monte Carlo ensemble consists of NMC = 511, 000 samples of the six param-478

eters θ = {φ1, φ2..., φ6}. Maize phenology is simulated as a function of each parame-479

ter realization, f(θi), i = 1 . . . NMC , for Ns = 11 site-years. A weakly informative pa-480

rameter prior p(θ), defined by a platykurtic distribution, is prescribed (details can be481

found in Appendix B).482

Considering the shape of the likelihood function, we assumed that the standard-

ized residuals followed a normal distribution with a fixed standard deviation σd
s =

√
δds

2
+ ω2

where δds is a combined measure for the uncertainty in the measurement stemming from

the observation process of BBCH and spatial heterogeneity in the field. The additional

variance of ω2 = 4 represents a lumped model error term.

p(yo,ds |θ) =
1

σd
s

√
2π

exp

(
− yo,ds − f(θ)ds

2σd
s

)2

(11)

The Effective Sample Size (ESS, Liu (2008)) was estimated to ensure that a large483

enough number of ensemble members contribute to posterior statistics. Obtained ESS484

values range from < 10 for the AND scenario to 2,000 < ESS < 4,000 for the OR sce-485

nario with Ns−1 calibration site-years. The ESS starts to drop below 20 in the AND486

scenario after using four or more site-years for calibration. This demonstrates the en-487

semble collapse that is often observed in Bayesian calibration on large data sets that con-488

tain a lot of non-redundant information (cf. also the visual illustration of the very small489

posterior parameter space in Fig. 2a). Hence, the reliability of these AND prediction re-490

sults is questionable, but we still show them for discussion.491

In contrast, the ESS values in the OR calibration strategy show that this sampling492

problem can be mitigated by our proposed approach because the sampling method does493

not have to struggle as hard to find suitable parameter values. In the AND-OR scenario494

in which only a selected subset of site-years is used for calibration, the ESS ranges be-495

tween 200 < ESS < 1,500. Here, the sampling problem is mitigated due to both, data496
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set selection as well as the AND-OR strategy. For comparison, in those cases of selected497

subsets of calibration site-years, the ESS ranges between 50 < ESS < 200 in the AND498

scenario and 1,000 < ESS < 2,000 in the OR scenario. As a reference for these values,499

when the model was only calibrated to data from the prediction target site-year, the range500

of ESS is 500 < ESS < 2,000 (900 on average).501

4 Results and Discussion502

For the purpose of discussion, we present selected results of the leave-one-site-year-503

out cross-validation exercise. AND and OR scenarios are shown for predictions of the504

early cultivar at 5-2012 (Fig. 3a), the mid-early cultivar at 6-2010 (Fig. 3b), and the late505

cultivar at 3-2011 (Fig. 3c). We also present the results of the AND-OR scenario applied506

to predictions of site-years 2-2014 (Fig. 4a) and 6-2016 (Fig. 4b). The PLS of all other507

investigated cases are summarized in Fig. C1 in Appendix C.508

As a reference, we also show calibration results for the prediction target site-year,509

where the model was calibrated to the data set from this target site-year only. This can510

be understood as an idealized case, because we use exactly the data to be predicted for511

constraining the model’s parameter distributions. Hence, prediction intervals should be512

tight around the data values. When calibrating on other site-years (realistic case), we513

would expect an inferior prediction performance, and wish to identify the calibration strat-514

egy that brings prediction intervals as close to the target data as possible.515

For the AND-OR scenario test cases, we additionally present results from the AND516

and OR scenarios where only the selected subsets of site-years were used as opposed to517

all Ns−1 remaining site-years. The motivation is to understand whether simply exclud-518

ing site-years with a different temperature class than that of the prediction target is ben-519

eficial, and to what extent the AND-OR strategy across ripening groups can further im-520

prove performance. To distinguish the AND and OR cases from these additional scenar-521

ios, we will label the AND and OR cases based on Ns−1 site-years as AND all and OR all,522

respectively.523

4.1 OR Strategy is Conservative but Reliable524

For all three target site-years shown in Fig. 3, the idealized case of calibrating on525

the target site-year only (first column in Fig. 3) yields accurate mean predictions and526
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tight credible intervals, with observation uncertainty being partly larger than model pa-527

rameter and model error uncertainty.528

The traditional AND all calibration strategy (second column), however, performs529

very differently, depending on the analyzed target site-year. For site-year 5-2012 (Fig.530

3a), the prediction interval in the AND all scenario is even narrower than the calibra-531

tion reference, and fails to cover many observations in the later phenological develop-532

ment stages. This result clearly demonstrates that combining large data sets represent-533

ing different system conditions (here: different sites, different cultivars, different temper-534

ature classes) via a joint likelihood function leads to overconfident and biased predictions.535

Hence, the traditional approach of using all available site-years, and thereby assuming536

that maize has similar phenological development irrespective of differences in ripening537

group and environmental conditions during development, fails. The narrow posterior in-538

terval reveals that only very few parameter samples could be found that belong to the539

“not-close-to-zero likelihood region” of the model. This is reflected in the ESS value which540

is as low as 5, and thereby results would be deemed numerically unreliable. Since the541

sampling effort to achieve a certain convergence increases exponentially in MC, a dras-542

tic extension of the ensemble would be needed to lift ESS up to reassuring values.543

The proposed OR all strategy (third column in Fig. 3), in contrast, produces a much544

wider credible interval that relies on a comfortable ESS of 2,790. Maize phenological de-545

velopment is assumed to be distinct between the site-years in the OR all scenario, and546

this is why the calibration is less strong and allows for more variability in the posterior547

credible intervals. The OR all intervals succeed in capturing all target data points. This548

is also reflected in the PLS values (fourth column in Fig. 3) with that of the OR all sce-549

nario being higher than the AND all scenario. Compared to the idealized case of cali-550

bration on this site-year only, the OR all intervals are much wider, and hence the pre-551

dictive density of the individual data points is lower, leading to (as expected) a worse552

PLS as compared to this idealized reference.553

In summary, for this specific prediction site-year, the OR all calibration strategy554

leads to conservative but more reliable prediction results than the AND all strategy. The555

is also observed for the prediction of phenology at site-years 5-2015, 6-2013, 5-2011, and556

2-2014 (Fig. C1).557
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Figure 3. Observed and simulated phenology at site-years (a) 5-2012, (b) 6-2010, and (c)

3-2011. First column shows posterior credible intervals obtained from calibration on the target

site-year only; second and third columns show posterior credible intervals from AND all and

OR all calibration scenarios, respectively; fourth column summarizes the predictive log-score

for the three cases. The red points represent the mean of the observed phenology while the er-

ror bars represent two standard deviations of the observation uncertainty. The coloured bands

represent the different percentiles of simulated phenology (1 SD, 5-95, 1-99) using the SPASS

phenology model, consisting of model parameter uncertainty and a model error term. The solid

line represents the posterior mean of the simulations.

4.2 AND Strategy Succeeds when the Target Represents an Average558

Behaviour559

In the prediction of phenology at site-year 6-2010 (Fig. 3b), the OR all scenario560

performs worse than the AND all scenario due a special feature of maize phenological561

development. Here, the AND all scenario prediction performs really well and captures562

the data points even better than the calibration reference as shown by the PLS values.563

The AND all scenario demonstrates what we would ideally like to achieve through cal-564

ibration: with more and more data added (here: ten site-years instead of just the tar-565
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get one), model predictions should converge toward the observed system behavior. While566

the PLS value of the prediction in the AND all scenario might seem only slightly higher567

than the PLS of the calibration reference, we find that important phenological develop-568

ment stages like the ones around flowering (60 BBCH) exhibit a narrower range of un-569

certainty in the AND all scenario. Predicting the number of days after sowing that are570

required to reach this development stage is important for making field management de-571

cisions such as the timing of fertilizer applications.572

Again, the OR all scenario yielded wider prediction intervals, but this time the loss573

of precision resulted in a lower PLS value than the AND all scenario. This is because574

the AND all scenario achieves a high precision paired with a very low bias, which is op-575

timal for predicting each data value with a high predictive density.576

The exceptionally good performance of the AND all strategy in this test case can577

be explained by the characteristic development behaviour of the three ripening groups.578

As indicated by the name, mid-early ripening cultivars generally mature earlier than the579

late ripening cultivars, but later than the early ripening cultivars. Although deviations580

occur due to environmental conditions and field management decisions, this general pat-581

tern can still be observed. Thus, the phenological development of mid-early cultivars,582

like the one at site-year 6-2010, represents an average behaviour of the three ripening583

groups. In the AND all scenario, the resultant compromised solution for phenology pre-584

dictions after calibrating the model to data sets from the three ripening groups closely585

matched the observed development at 6-2010. Since the AND all scenario already per-586

formed very well, the relaxation of the prediction bands in the OR all scenario led to poorer587

predictions. Similarly, prediction with the AND all scenario was better than the OR all588

scenario for the mid-early cultivars at 6-2016 and 1-2014 (the interested reader is referred589

to Fig. C1 in Appendix C).590

4.3 Representativeness of the Calibration Data Plays a Role591

In the case of site-year 3-2011 (Fig. 3c), the AND all scenario results in poor pre-592

dictions and the OR all scenario yields only a marginal improvement as the wider pre-593

diction intervals still do not fully capture many of the observations. This is attributed594

to the representativeness of the calibration data (Wallach, Palosuo, Thorburn, Gourdain,595

et al., 2021). The calibration data consists of only one site-year from the same cultivar596
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as the prediction target site-year but this cultivar was grown under different tempera-597

ture conditions. Yet, even though the same cultivar was grown at 2-2012, the AND all598

calibration strategy was better than the OR all strategy at prediction (Fig. C1). This599

site-year falls in the ’high’ temperature class (Table 1) to which many calibration site-600

years belong and thus has representative site-years in the calibration data set. The high601

temperature results in earlier phenological development of this cultivar even though it602

belongs to the late ripening group, thus representing an average behaviour (Section 4.2).603

On the other hand, even though 5-2011 is a mid-early ripening cultivar, the OR strat-604

egy performs better than the AND. This is because there are no other site-years that lie605

within the same temperature class, and thus does not represent an average behaviour606

like the other mid-early cultivars.607

In studies where data availability is not a limitation, we would only choose repre-608

sentative data for calibration, e.g. site-years from the same ripening group or cultivar,609

or those from the same environmental conditions as the prediction site-year. However,610

in regional studies with an aim to forecast a particular species where different cultivars611

and ripening groups are grown in different conditions, the OR all scenario enables us to612

account for the differences in data sets when estimating model parameters and uncer-613

tainty, resulting in a more conservative and reliable prediction outcome.614

4.4 Data Set Selection for a Successful AND-OR Strategy is no Triv-615

ial Exercise616

To test the potential of expert knowledge-based combination of selected site-years617

for calibration, only site-years 5-2015, 6-2013, 1-2014, and 2-2012 (all temperature class618

3, cf. Fig. 1) were used for calibration with the AND-OR scheme in order to predict phe-619

nology at site-year 2-2014 (Fig. 4a). Recall that, in this approach, we combined site-years620

of the same ripening group by AND, and used OR across different ripening groups (Sec-621

tion 3.5). For comparison, we also show predictions of AND vs. OR scenarios with only622

those site-years (AND vs. OR scenarios), while all Ns − 1 = 10 non-target site-years623

were used for calibration in the AND all vs. OR all scenarios.624

The traditional AND all scenario leads to overconfident prediction intervals for this625

predicted site-year (Fig. 4v), and the OR all case improves on that with wider intervals626

that succeed to capture all target data points. The question whether this uncertainty627
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can be reduced again without making overconfident and biased predictions via the AND-628

OR scenario can be answered with yes in this case: the AND-OR prediction interval has629

become narrower without losing any data points (Fig. 4ii). This is also obvious from the630

increase in PLS (Fig. 4vii). This effect can be caused by either the mere selection of site-631

years (as opposed to taking all available data independent of their representativeness,632

cf. Section 4.3) and/or by the combination of AND with OR. We find that the mere se-633

lection of site-years improves over the Ns−1 cases (the PLS increases for AND vs. AND all634

and OR vs. OR all), but the AND-OR case indeed performs best (second after calibra-635

tion on the target site-year only).636

However, for the AND-OR scenario to succeed, a good understanding of model lim-637

itations and knowledge about data groups are needed. In the prediction of phenology638

at site-year 6-2016 (Fig. 4b), the site-year selection resulted in a lower PLS in the AND639

case than in the AND all case in which all the remaining 10 site-years were used for cal-640

ibration, because the AND all case yields very confident prediction intervals with rel-641

atively low bias. Naturally, calibrating on less data in the AND case then leads to a weaker642

calibration effect and a lower PLS. The OR case resulted in a marginal improvement in643

PLS as compared to the AND case (the wider intervals of OR now cover e.g. the last644

data value of the season better), while the AND-OR case performs worse. Yet, in the645

AND-OR and OR cases, all observations and their measurement uncertainty range is cov-646

ered by the high-probability region of the predictive interval, which is not the case in the647

other calibration scenarios. Thus, when aiming at reliable predictions and rather accept-648

ing variance than bias, these strategies are better suited than the traditional AND all649

case.650
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Figure 4. Observed and simulated phenology at site-years (a) 2-2014 and (b) 6-2016. Pos-

terior credible intervals obtained from i) calibration on the target site-year only, ii) AND-OR

calibration scenario, iii) AND scenario; iv) OR scenario, v) AND all scenario, vi) OR all scenario,

and vii) summarizes the predictive log-score for all cases. The red points represent the mean of

the observed phenology while the error bars represent two standard deviations of observation

uncertainty. The coloured bands represent the different percentiles of simulated phenology (1 SD,

5-95, 1-99) using the SPASS phenology model, consisting of model parameter uncertainty and a

model error term. The solid line represents the mean of the simulations.
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5 Summary, Implications and Outlook651

With this contribution, we tackle the problem that traditional Bayesian calibra-652

tion on large, mixed data sets often leads to overconfident and biased predictions. The653

reason is the implicit assumption of Bayesian updating that the model is true (error-free),654

and hence that any data set is similarly informative for the inference problem. However,655

practically every model applied to real-world case studies suffers from model-structural656

errors. Forcing an imperfect model to fit diverse data sets simultaneously (what we call657

the AND calibration strategy) inevitably leads to a compromised solution to the param-658

eter estimation problem, and triggers unreliable predictions. To overcome this problem,659

we have proposed an alternative OR calibration strategy which allows the model to fit660

distinct data sets individually. The posterior distributions resulting from calibration on661

the individual data sets are then combined (averaged) to reflect the remaining uncertainty662

after calibration. The proposed approach therefore represents one possible way forward663

to relax the assumption of a true model in Bayesian updating, and to obtain more re-664

alistic predictive uncertainty intervals in the presence of model errors.665

First, we have discussed the mathematical framework in which both strategies are666

embedded, which clearly points out the decisive differences in the formulation of the like-667

lihood function. Secondly, we have compared the performance of the traditional AND668

and the alternative OR strategies in a real-world case study where a plant phenology model669

was calibrated to silage maize observations from southwestern Germany. The model’s670

performance in predicting a data set that was not used during calibration (leave-one-site-671

year-out cross-validation) was compared using the predictive log-score (PLS) as a met-672

ric. This metric directly evaluates the predictive density of observed data values, and673

thus accounts for both bias and variance in the posterior distributions. We found that674

the OR strategy resulted in higher scores when the predicted data set did not represent675

an average behavior of the calibration data sets (e.g., with respect to temperature class676

or ripening group). As a special case, we also tested a combined AND-OR strategy. To677

this end, only those data sets from the same temperature class as the prediction target678

were used for calibration. These data sets were then grouped by ripening group, wherein679

likelihoods within groups were combined with AND and across groups were combined680

using OR. While superior to the AND and OR strategies in some cases, we found that681

the AND-OR strategy requires a fine-grained definition of data groups based on expert682

elicitation.683
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Our proposed method generally applies to mathematical models where diverse data684

sets (comprising different state variables, periods of different system conditions, etc.) are685

used for model calibration. This approach can also be applied in multi-objective cali-686

bration studies, by combining likelihoods of different objectives using the OR or AND-687

OR strategy. Testing this approach on different types of models and data sets and in dif-688

ferent application scenarios is recommended for future work. Further, the prediction re-689

sults in the AND-OR strategy could potentially benefit from implementing a data-driven690

approach to define the data groups in addition to expert knowledge, e.g., informed by691

model deficits which can be evaluated using calibration performance indicators such as692

residuals. We expect such advances to be very useful for environmental modelling stud-693

ies where model structural errors are ubiquitous.694

Appendix A SPASS Phenology Model in R695

The SPASS phenology model used for the study was implemented in R based on

the implementation in the ExpertN-5 (Heinlein et al., 2017) modelling software and as

described in (Wang, 1997), with some modifications: (a) No water-limiting conditions

were considered for germination, i.e. germination occured instantenously upon sowing;

(b) Photoperiod effect on the vegetative phase of development was not considered; (c)

The phenological development stage in BBCH (convert) that corresponds to the inter-

nal development stage of 0.4 was included as a parameter in the model. In the SPASS

model the internal development stage (Sdevd) on a given day d is converted to BBCH

stage (bbchd) as follows:

bbchd =



10(Sdevd + 1) if Sdevd < 0.0

( 1
0.4 (convert− 10))Sdevd + 10 if 0.0 ≤ Sdevd < 0.4

1
0.6 ((60− convert)Sdevd + (−24 + convert)) if 0.4 ≤ Sdevd < 1.0

10(6 + Sdevd−1
0.28 ) if 1.0 ≤ Sdevd

(A1)

The conversion equations for phenological development stages are equivalent to the those696

described in (Wang, 1997; Viswanathan et al., 2022) when convert = 30.697
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Appendix B Prior Distribution698

A weakly informative prior parameter probability p(θ), defined by a platykurtic

distribution (Viswanathan et al., 2022) was assumed for each parameter φh:

p(θ) =

6∏
h=1

p(φh), (B1)

where699

p(φh) =



1

ch

1

γh
√

2π
exp− (φh − µh)2

2γh2
, if ah ≤ φh < µh − 2γh

1

ch

1

γh
√

2π
exp−2, if µh − 2γh ≤ φh ≤ µh + 2γh

1

ch

1

γh
√

2π
exp− (φh − µh)2

2γh2
, if µh + 2γh < φh ≤ bh.

(B2)

Parameters of the platykurtic probability density function ah, bh, µh and γh are the min-700

imum (Min), maximum (Max), mean (default), and standard deviation (SD), respectively,701

of a parameter φh based on expert knowledge (Table 2) and ch is the normalization con-702

stant:703

ch = −erf(
√

2) +
4√
2π

exp−2− 1

2
erf

(
ah − µh

γh
√

2

)
+

1

2
erf

(
bh − µh

γh
√

2

)
. (B3)

Appendix C Predictive Log-Score (PLS) for All Cases704

Figure C1. The predictive log-score (PLS) for calibration and prediction results. The pre-

dictions in the AND, ANDOR, and OR scenarios were made after calibrating the model to a

selection of site-years for calibration. The predictions in the AND all and OR all scenarios were

made after calibrating the model to all remaining site-years.
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Data availability705

All observational data used for the study are publicly available in (Weber et al.,706

2022).707

Code availability708

The R codes used for the study are available at (A link to the Zenodo repository709

will be provided upon acceptance).710
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